What is a Tek Home®
A Tek Home® is a residence that always looks
“Better Than New”™, is easy to maintain
using environmentally responsible products.
It is a home that has its architectural
surfaces such as glass, stone, porcelain, wood,
metal, tile, ﬁberglass and painted surfaces
treated with Tekon® Easy Clean Forever®
products.
Tekon® products keep surfaces looking “Better
Than New” and they clean, protect and shine
while repelling water, oil, dust, and environmental contaminants that cause corrosion,
oxidation and stain; at the same time improving
indoor air quality.
In all cases, maintenance is reduced by at
least 50% and the use of harmful
chemicals is avoided all together.

Tek Homes® Shine Throughout!
Tekon® protective products create a covalent
bond with the molecules comprising the
surface of glass, granite and
other hard washable surfaces,
providing a diamond-like
coating that reduces scratching
and repels water, dust and oil.
Glass and granite stays
cleaner and brighter than
ever. Even spotted, stained
and damaged glass can
be restored to “Better than
New”™. Granite, Marble, Natural Stone and
Syn thetic Stone become more hygienic.
Interior and Exterior ﬂooring resist stains and
are easily cleaned once sealed with the
Tekon® Process. All these surfaces can be

easily maintained as well as wood, stainless steel, shower door trim and ﬁxtures.
Tile, Porcelain and Grout surfaces stay
cleaner longer and are easier to
maintain with Tekon® Products. Toilet bowl
and bathtub rings are a thing of the past!
Just Imagine... No more water spots.

Why does Tekon® work so well?
Glass, stone metal and other architectural
materials have microscopic hills and
valleys on the surface. These are
collection points for contaminants like
water,dust, oil, salt, mildew, bacteria, lime
and other minerals.
Constant exposure to these contaminants spots, stains, corrodes, and oxidizes the
surface destroying the new, natural look of
the material. Once these contaminants
penetrate the surface, they are difﬁcult to
remove. When harmful chemicals are
used to clean these
surfaces, they open the
surface pores inviting
more contaminants
and speeding up the
oxidation process.
process.

Tekon® Products work with
the natural structure and
chemistry of a surface
material, not against it. Tekon®
formulations vary depending upon the surface
being protected. For example, silica material
like glass, granite, tile and porcelain actually
attract contaminants like a magnet because

they contain an unbounded oxygen molecule
just looking for a contaminant to bond
to. These materials require constant cleaning.
The Tekon® process eliminates this problem,
thereby reducing maintenance by at least 50%.

Why Tekon® products?
Tekon® products are not “new” products. We
have used these products for years in industrial
applications. Tekon’s ultimate goal is to identify
the most cost effective, environmentally friendly
cleaning/protective products and is
offering them in one simple product line to
homeowners.

Better Indoor Air Quality Through
Advanced Technology

How We Can Help!

You can have a beautiful...

®

We have a growing number of independent
professional applicators across the country
who are willing and able to turn your home
into a “living showcase” of home beauty and
cleanliness.

®
From...

You Get All this as
a Tek Home® Client
As a TEK Home® Owner, you will receive
service from professionals trained to:

These professionals have experience in
providing services that will generally exceed
that of most “do it yourselfers”. They are also
capable of using certain professional products
that are not available to the average
consumer.

• Respect Your Time

So contact us now. A Tek Home® treatment
can lay the foundation for a more beautiful
home and less maintenance in the future.

• Ensure you are 100% satisfied with results

• Respect Your Home
• Apply Professional Tekon Products Effectively
• Train You or Your Home Maintenance
Staff on Maintenance Techniques

How Does Tekon® Work?
For more information please call

Tekon® products fill in the microscopic
crevices of the glass surface and other hard
surfaces like stone, metal, plastic etc. with a
permanent hydrophobic and anti-static
coating that repels water, oil and dust.
Tekon® products create a covalent bond
that is Super Hydrophobic (water repellent),
Oleophobic (oil repellent), anti-static
and long lasting. Tekon® products are also
stain resistant and provide corrosion
protection that resist water and other
contamination that would otherwise damage
the surface.
Bacteria, mold and fungus cannot spread,
keeping the surface more hygienic and easy
to clean.
Cleaning with Tekon’s Microﬁber cloth and

www.tekon.com

Repellant Wash® restores the original
finish indefinitely and makes surfaces look
“Better Than New”.

888- 98TEKON
888-988-3566

and visit our website www.tekon.com
For information on making your home eco-friendly
and Easy to Clean Forever® , send an email to:
info@tekon.com

Tip:

Print this brochure for a convenient
reference guide!

